ENGAGE
shoe organizer

FEATURES
Configured for shoes & sandals and features undermount soft closing slides

- Shoe holders are adjustable for varying shoe widths
- Comes with specially designed Sandal Clips for sandal storage on the front row

SPECS
31.6415.xx.xxx

- WIDTH: 18", 24", 30", 36"
- DEPTH: 14"
- FINISH: MATTE ALUMINUM, MATTE SLATE, MATTE BRONZE

DIMENSIONS

- 18" = 6 PAIRS
- 24" = 9 PAIRS
- 30" = 12 PAIRS
- 36" = 15 PAIRS

OPTIONS

- FINISH: MATTE ALUMINUM, MATTE SLATE, OIL RUBBED BRONZE
- DIMENSIONS: 18" = 6 PAIRS, 24" = 9 PAIRS, 30" = 12 PAIRS, 36" = 15 PAIRS

FINISHED PRODUCT

31.6415.36.MAL
PATENT #: 9743765
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